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India flexibility: interim report
India must address several flexibility
needs, each of which will grow under any
scenario

India can successfully integrate 390GW of wind and
solar generation by 2030, an increase of more than
40% above the current renewable energy trajectory,
at a total system cost that is lower than that of the
current trajectory. By making both electricity supply
and electricity demand more flexible, India can
achieve these higher levels of clean energy, creating
a modern, low cost energy system, while reducing
carbon emissions. Working with the Energy Transitions
Commission India (ETC India), Climate Policy Initiative
(CPI) has found that ample technology and system
concepts exist to create the flexibility required to build
and operate a reliable, low cost, low carbon system, but
implemention is among the biggest challenges facing
energy transition in India. Increasing flexibility needs
can be met cost effectively using a combination of
investment, incentives and technologies that:

Modern electricity systems must balance electricity
demand and supply at every instant, and at every
location, to avoid outages and damaging swings in
voltage and frequency. Adding supplies whose output
depends on gusting wind levels, or fades as the sun
sets, increases the difficulty of making this continuous
match. In India, this addition of wind and solar power
only adds to a problem that was already growing as the
share of increased household demand relative to more
constant and predictable industrial demand. To make
a continuous match of supply and demand, system
operators must:
•• Reserve some powerplant capacity to replace
energy lost if a powerplant or transmission line
suddenly fails, or to meet an unexpected surge
in demand.

1. Change how and when consumers use energy,
2. Increase the flexibility of power generation, and
3. Encourage development of new energy storage
options.

•• Ramp (increase) output fast enough to meet
expected sharp increases in demand, such as
when the sun sets and consumers turn their
lights on at once.
•• Balance daily demand and supply over the
course of each day, for example, balancing
lower demand in the middle of the night against
higher solar energy production in the middle of

Figure 1: Growth in key flexibility needs
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Figure 2: Readiness of flexibility option to deliver flexibility
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a sunny day.
•• Balance seasonal supply and demand to meet
annual cycles, for instance, when cold winters
or hot summers drive up electricity demand,
or rainy, sunny or windy days drive up energy
supply.
While there are many variations of each of these
flexibility needs, we have used these four main
categories to summarise our analysis of flexibility needs
and supplies. As shown in figure 1 on the preceeding
page, the combination of changing demand and added
renewable energy supply will increase flexibility needs
far faster than either energy demand or peak demand.
In the Figure 1 above, the three bars for each of the
flexibility needs represent the three scenarios we use
in the analysis: a current trajectory scenario based
on forecasts of future renewable energy deployment
following current trends1; a current policy scenario
where India meets the government’s current renewable
energy targets; and a high renewable energy scenario
that follows ETC India's high RE scenario. Flexibility
needs increase significantly in all three scenarios,
indicating that improving system flexibility should
be a priority, regardless of the level of India’s clean
energy ambitions.

1

Demand side

Storage

Powerplant

India will need to develop new types of
flexibility to meet growing needs
Historically, India has relied on thermal and hydro
powerplants to balance supply with demand, turning
these plants up or down in response to varying
demand. When flexibility demands were too high
for the powerplants to cover, power quality dipped
and outages were forced across the system. In
recent years, India has reduced unplanned outages
through load shedding, where system operators have
planned reduced service and curtailments to groups
of customers in order to improve power quality.
Responding to planned service interruptions is also less
costly to consumers than unexpected interruptions.
Meanwhile, consumers have assumed that supply
would adapt to their consumption patterns. Even
though small changes in their consumption patterns
could significantly reduce total system costs,
consumers have been given little or no information on
how to shift their demand nor have incentives to vary
their demand to meet supply. Powerplants, for their
part, have options that would significantly increase
the amount of flexibility they can offer to the system,
but they also lack incentives to cover capital costs and
higher operating costs of providing this flexibility, even
though the lower system costs would more than make
up for their higher costs. Meanwhile, the cost of energy
storage, including batteries, is falling rapidly, while the
capability is increasing.

Exploring Electricity Supply Mix Scenarios to 2030: Scenario Framework (TERI). Current trajectory includes 274GW of wind and solar generation capacity, plus
68GW of hydro capacity by 2030, while current policy reflects current targets of 322GW for solar and wind based generation along with 83GW of hydro capacity,
and the High RE scenario includes 390GW of solar and wind generation capacity and 81GW hydro capacity.
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Figure 2 shows that, although the systems and
incentives are not in place today to offer the various
types of flexibility to the system, by 2030 each of the
three general sources of flexibility will contribute most
to flexibility needs, if these resources are developed
over the coming years.
All three of these flexibility options need to be pursued
for India. Developing all three enables the lowest
total system cost and offers backup to the system
in case one or another of them develops less slowly
than forecast. Integrating these options to achieve the
lowest cost and most reliable supply is an important
task both in balancing the development effort between
the options, and in developing systems that incentivize
and dispatch these resources.

Integrating these flexibility options is the
key to keeping costs low
To assess this balance and estimate the cost of
integrating higher levels of renewable energy on the
system, CPI has developed a series of supply curves for
each of the four flexibility needs, and some important
variations of each type of flexibility. These supply
curves are based upon a series of models where CPI
has estimated the cost, including capital and financing
costs, operating and fuel costs, not factored in, and
energy losses (each where applicable). This cost, when
allocated to the kWh shifted over the course of the
day, is represented by the height of the bar in figure 3

below. The width of the bar represents our estimate of
the potential that could be available in India by 2030
and is based on conservative estimates of ownership
of equipment and the share of that equipment that
could be made available for offering the service. Figure
3 shows an example of an average day of daily shifting.
Note how demand measures and existing hydro provide
the cheapest means of meeting this particular need,
but existing powerplants will be required, including
some increase in flexibility of existing plant. If demand
side management and new hydro are not developed
successfully, newer powerplants and batteries might be
needed.
Another perspective would be to look at how
generation profiles and renewable energy curtailment2
affect the dispatch of powerplant across a day, week or
year. Figure 4 on the following page shows output from
our model of how the mix of flexibility options affects
powerplant operation and curtailment. The dark line
near the top shows demand across a week. Note how
in the left hand of figure 4, where demand flexibility
and storage are included, thermal powerplants operate
much more steadily, which increases their efficiency.
On the right, without demand flexibility and new
storage, powerplants are more strained and more
energy – the energy above the lines - is curtailed. Our
analysis shows that the mixed portfolio has 82% to 97%
less energy wasted, 5% to 8% lower total system costs,
and 8% to 12% lower total carbon emissions.

Figure 3: 2030 supply and demand for daily balancing (on an average day for 6 hours of energy shift)
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Renewable energy curtailment occurs when constraints prevent the powerplants from backing down enough to absorb all renewable energy production. In such
cases the excess energy and its economic value is discarded.
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Figure 4: Demand flexibility and storage allow thermal plant to operate more efficiently
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A mixed portfolio of flexibility sources is
the lowest cost option
Figure 5 on the previous page shows further detail
on the cost simulation runs for the complete system,
including a breakdown of renewable energy costs (both
capital and operating costs), powerplant costs, the
costs of demand flexibility and storage, and, in red, the
cost of energy shortfalls that would be met by diesel
generation. For both the current trajectory and the high
RE scenarios, we have modelled average total system
costs (in today’s money), for different portfolios of
flexibility options.
•• The base option includes flexibility as it is used
today.
•• The thermal flexibility meets flexibility through
powerplant dispatch, including investments to
increase the flexibility of existing powerplants.
•• The demand portfolio relies primarily on
demand flexibility, but uses existing thermal
flexibility to balance the overall system.
•• The portfolio approach uses the lowest cost
mix of all three options, including storage.
The average system cost for the High RE case is
below the current trajectory costs with either the base
flexibility, or the enhanced powerplant flexibility. Also,
added demand flexibility and storage reduce costs,
even at relatively modest renewable energy ambitions.
Finally, note that base levels of flexibility lead to energy
outages in either scenario, even though enough energy
is produced in these scenarios to meet demand.

The needs and challenges will be different
in different regions across India
The analysis in figures 4 and 5 treats Indian electricity
supply and demand as a single unit, unhindered
by transmission costs or constraints. The reality is
different as India is a large and diverse country with
significant transmission costs and constraints. An
important consideration in developing a flexible Indian
electricity system is a tradeoff between building
additional local flexibility or building transmission
to harness excess flexibility in one region to use in
another. Local flexibility can involve building batteries
or prioritising demand side or powerplant options in
one area, whereas pan-India flexibility might enable
balancing loads between regions with disparate needs.
For example, regions with excess generation during the
monsoon season may balance those that have excess
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solar production at different times of the year.
A complete evaluation of transmission requirements
would require detailed assessment of demand and
powerplant options in each state and an India-wide
transmission model to forecast costs and constraints.
This analysis is beyond the scope of this study, but
given the range of uncertainties in the estimates of
option availability in 2030, it is unlikely that the detailed
analysis would provide a great deal of valuable insight.
Instead, we have investigated the flexibility needs
of four individual states – with different electricity
supply and consumption characteristics and flexibility
needs – to ascertain how limiting interstate exchange
of flexibility might affect the results, and to evaluate
how transmission planning and interstate exchanges
and markets should be incorporated into a dedicated
flexibility development policy.
In isolation, some Indian states will face greater
flexibility needs than India as a whole, while others will
face less. High renewable energy states will often face
particular challenges, whereas thermal generation
heavy states could have an opportunity to reduce their
electricity costs by harnessing and exporting demand
flexibility.
CPI looked at four states with different mixes of energy:
•• Tamil Nadu where wind is already close
to 30% of the capacity mix faces seasonal
balancing challenges. By 2026/27, nuclear and
renewable generation at approximately 42GW
are expected to outstrip demand during the
monsoon season. In the absence of flexibility
measures the state will face the dual economic
impact of curtailment of must-run renewables
and compensating thermal generation for
capacity not called. The left side of figure
6 shows how by 2030 the residual demand
after renewables and must-run hydro, which
must be met mainly by thermal generation,
falls to 1% in the lowest month of the year.
That is, powerplants in Tamil Nadu would
be, effectively, completely shut down in the
absence of sufficient transmission export
capacity. This figure compares to 30% for India
as a whole.
•• Karnataka’s renewable capacity today
represents half of its total; by 2026/27 solar
at 18.8GW will make up 40% of its capacity
mix. Solar energy output declines rapidly
around sunset. Karnataka, with its growing
household wealth and energy demand, sees
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its energy demand increasing during those
same evening hours. The result is that the rate
at which the thermal and hydro power would
need to increase – that is the ramp rate – is
growing rapidly. By 2030, Karnataka will need to
increase its capacity by 30% of its peak demand
in just one hour. This figure is double our
forecast for India on average. In the absence of
flexibility measures, the significant mismatch
between the daytime generation and evening
peak load will lead to demand for substantial
ramping needs of about 11GW.
•• Uttar Pradesh meets its demand largely
through contracted thermal capacity and has
relatively low renewable energy ambitions.
Simultaneously Uttar Pradesh has a relatively
well-established industrial base and has a
diverse potential for demand flexibility, 12GW
spread across AC, agriculture pumping and
industry. With access to adequate transmission
and distribution infrastructure, the state could
look at exporting the flexibility, especially if it is
able to harness its demand flexibility potential.

•• Bihar is a thermal generation heavy state with
4.3GW of contracted capacity faces internal
challenges of its power deficit and balancing
its own system as demand grows rapidly from
a relatively small base. Managing transmission
links internally and to other states could help
it tap into over 1.5GW of demand flexibility
by 2026/27 could contribute substantially in
addressing the deficit and also reducing bills
•• Regions and states will ultimately require
different mixes of flexibility options to address
their specific challenges, tap into the flexibility
potential of individual states while creating
trading opportunities on a regional and
pan-India basis. Figure 8 shows how different
combinations of flexibility drivers, such as
demand profiles and generation sources, and
flexibility options would lead to each state
being a flexibility importer or exporter.

Figure 6: Regional examples of seasonal balancing and ramping needs
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Figure 7: Growth in flexibility needs and flexibility potential is not evenly distributed
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India can pursue ambitious renewable
energy targets, but concerted action
on data, market design, development,
investment, consumer behaviour and
infrastructure is essential
Our analysis has shown that flexibility should be
addressed urgently to reduce costs and improve the
quality of electricity supply, regardless of renewable
energy ambitions. However, once flexibility is
addressed, the cost of integrating variable renewable
energy falls significantly, making clean energy a lowcost option.
Developing and integrating each of the categories of
flexibility options will require concerted action along
the following lines:
1. Data and information. Balancing supply and
demand continuously is a data intensive exercise.
A first step to creating this balance is to build a
comprehensive set of data on both the value/
cost of flexibility over time and location, and the
potential and cost of each flexibility option.
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•• On the need for flexibility, data from the
dispatch centres and trading markets form
the core of required data, but more complete
and comparable data will be needed.
•• On the supply of flexibility, a central
catalogue of the capabilities of all India
powerplants – and their potential upgrade –
would be an important step, while estimates
of daily demand, consumption patterns by
end use (for example, agricultural pumping or
residential air conditioning), and alternative
consumption models are essential before we
can develop programmes and incentives to
shift these patterns.
2. Incentives and markets. While the data identifies
the need and potential options, incentives and
markets are needed to encourage providers to
provide the lowest cost flexibility option, when
it is needed, and to work to reduce the costs of
each option. For example, more liquid wholesale
electricity markets that create a transparent price
signal, more time-varying and dynamic retail prices
would encourage demand flexibility, new contract
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Figure 8: Regions and states may require differing flexibility profiles
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structures with powerplants, demand flexibility
aggregators, storage assets that value flexibility
characteristics.
3. Development and cost reduction. Since flexibility has not been a priority in India, several of the
options remain underdeveloped.
•• Batteries and other energy storage options
are developing rapidly internationally, and
costs are falling, but local costs, including
balance of system, installation, and operation,
are an important part of the total costs. India
needs to begin deploying batteries soon,
so that costs fall enough by the time the
technology can be applied at scale and at low
cost.
•• Thermal powerplants can significantly
increase the flexibility they offer, in part
by reducing the minimum level at which
they operate. A lower minimum increases
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the amount each plant can ramp, and
also increases the amount of renewable
energy that can be absorbed, thus reducing
costly renewable energy curtailment.
Lowering minimum generation levels
requires investment in plant equipment and
monitoring and could increase operating
costs. India will need to work with existing
plant owners to reduce this investment and
these costs.
•• Demand side options. Harnessing demand
flexibility requires metering, controls, and
incentives. It will also require customer
acquisition, which is difficult if consumers
are uncertain of the benefits and costs of
consuming energy and operating more
flexibly. Working with consumers to develop
these programmes and be comfortable with
the results will require time.
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4. Investment. Batteries, plant upgrades, information technology and metering for consumers, may
require smaller, individual investments than new,
large powerplants, but collectively they will still
represent significant investment for India. The
investment patterns, time horizons, risks, and the
investors themselves, will often be distinct from
typical power sector investors. Likewise, investment
during the development phase for these options
will have different patterns and needs than once
the options become mainstream. These differences
need to be addressed early in order to accelerate
development.
5. Behaviour. Many of the options presented here are
new to Indian electricity consumers or producers.
Thus, they may break entrenched practices that
have developed over many years. While incentives
may provide an economic case, changing behaviour
– for example to change the hours of agricultural
pumping, to accept operating powerplants at lower
minimum levels, or changing how a house is cooled
– often requires different mechanisms than pure
incentives including utility and customer education,
development of new business models, creation
of new market participants, political will and new
policy frameworks.
6. Policy interventions and frameworks. A number of
the current market structures, incentives and the
policy framework that underpin them are structured
to support old generation and consumption models.
Transitioning into the new behaviours, new market
models and incentivizing evolution of operational

and financing models will require not just the
creation of new pathways (eg, markets can find
the right price for ancillary and balancing services,
real-time markets, market aggregators and
deployment of control and measurement infrastructure to facilitate demand side flexibility) but also
amendment existing contracts and agreements (eg,
adjustment of existing thermal generation contracts
to compensate for financial and operational cost of
flexible operations).
7. Infrastructure. Finally, some of the new
investment and systems lie with neither producers
or consumers, but rather the infrastructure
in between. We have already seen how more
centralised data might help pursue these ambitions,
but there are other common infrastructure needs to
accessing greater flexibility:
•• Transmission and distribution are central
elements of delivering and rationalizing
flexibility resources. Planning and building
these elements will likely increase and need
to consider carefully the flexibility needs and
resources.
•• Information technology and metering will
drive markets, incentives, payments, and new
programme development. Information is a
key to balancing this system and creating the
infrastructure to gather and use this data is
an important step to minimizing costs.

Summary
Regardless of how far India moves on its clean energy ambitions, additional flexibility in demand, powerplants
and storage will lower the cost and increase the reliability of its electricity supply. Building a programme to
improve the capacity and cost competitiveness of storage options in India is an important step that requires
development in the near term and deployment programmes in the longer term. Improving demand flexibility
through further test programmes, development programmes and market reform and incentives is another
step that can provide significant value to India under any circumstances, but they will need to start as soon as
is practical to ensure that the flexible capacity is available for when it is needed in the future. With all three
categories developed – demand management, thermal and and storage – flexibility will be the key enabler for
reducing system costs, increasing power quality, and transitioning the India power sector into a low cost, low
carbon, sustainable system which can support and facilitate increasing renewable energy and lower emissons.
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1. Framework and methodology
2. Flexibility needs
3. Flexibility options
a. Demand side
c. Powerplants
c. Storage and batteries
4. Portfolio analysis
5. Regional case studies
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Annex 1. Framework and methodology
The following annexes lay out the methodology we have used to calculate the cost, potential and options
required to address India’s electricity system flexibility needs under different scenarios. This methodology and the
supporting analysis will be laid out in more detail in the final report to be released in April 2019.
Each of the scenarios is based upon the work of The Energy Resources Institute India (TERI) and the Energy
Transitions Commission India (ETC India) in evaluating the changes to Indian electricity supply and demand
between now and 2030. In addition to a base scenario, these scenarios include different mixes of variable
renewable energy and thermal powerplant, as these are the two most important determinants of how much
flexibility the system will need. Specifically, we use three scenarios:
1. A current trajectory scenario based on forecasts of future renewable energy deployment following
current trends;
2. A current policy scenario where India meets the government’s current renewable energy targets; and
3. A high renewable energy scenario that follows the ETC India High RE scenario, maximizing renewable
energy by 2030 with no new coal additions beyond current pipeline.
Note that trends fall short of current targets, although meeting today’s policy targets should be considered a
“base case” as there is a strong potential for India to increase its renewable energy targets, as outlined in
TERI/ETC India’s demand work.
Using the scenarios as a base, we undertake several steps:
1. Analysis of flexibility requirements. As outlined in annex 2, for each of the three scenarios, we have
assessed the development of different types of flexibility needs between now and 2030. The assessment
is based on ETC India’s supply and demand modelling, analysis of the Indian load shape and how it will be
affected by changing usage patterns, analysis of system modelling, and application of Indian system
operation guidelines. The flexibility requirements we have assessed include:
•
•

•

•

Short-term reserves to meet sudden, unexpected changes in either supply or demand.
Ramping requirements where the limiting factor is not how much energy can be provided, but
how fast the system can react to increasing (or decreasing) demand or decreasing supply (for
example from solar PV) over a period of 15 minutes to three hours. In many electricity systems,
the number of plants that need to be brought online over the course of the day can depend on
the maximum system ramp, rather than peak capacity. That is, in some cases more plants than
are needed for peak need to be online to provide a sufficient system ramp rate.
Daily balancing to match excess production during the day (or during the night) with higher
demand at night (or day). For example, when excess solar energy produced during the day needs
to be shifted to nighttime hours, or when baseload plant needs to be turned down at night and
replaced by daytime peaking plant.
Seasonal balancing where high wind generation during the monsoon, needs to be shifted by
months to times of the year when there is lower generation or higher demand.

2. Analysis of India flexibility options. Options to provide flexibility fall into three groups.
•

A CPI Report

Demand flexibility (annex 3a). The biggest opportunity and uncertainty is the amount of
demand flexibility India can harness. A lack of comprehensive data on the amount of energy
consumed by different end uses, the appliances owned by different types of consumers, the load
patterns of the different consumers and end uses, price sensitivity, customer attitudes, and other
data needs hampers a complete analysis of demand potential. We have focused on developing
preliminary estimates that can help determine the role and potential importance of demand side
flexibility as an input to decision-making on the level of prioritization India should set for demand
flexibility. To this end, we focused our analysis on a subset of end uses (commercial and
residential air conditioning, agricultural pumping, electric vehicle charging, and industrial
demand response) where data is available and where consumers are most likely to be receptive
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to demand side opportunities. For these end-use/consumer combinations, we estimate potential
and use these as proxies to identify potential barriers and requirements for implementation.
Even applying conservative estimates to potential penetration rates, these end uses provide
enough flexibility to the system to have a major impact on costs, reliability, and the ease at
integrating higher levels of variable renewable energy.
•

Powerplant flexibility (annex 3b). Most flexibility today is provided by thermal and hydroelectric
powerplants. These plants are capable of delivering all types of flexibility, although there are
both limits and costs. At the basic level, operating plants flexibly reduces plant efficiency,
increases fuel costs and can increase operating costs. To provide reserve, extra plant need to be
built and kept online, again increasing costs. We compare these costs for each type of flexibility
using incremental costs to deliver the service. Additionally, we have found that most plant on the
India system can deliver significantly more flexibility than they are currently offering. Without
modification, engineers suggest that the plants can offer more flexibility. Investments can also
significantly increase the amount of flexibility each plant can offer. We worked with ETC India
member, Siemens, to evaluate the cost and potential of retrofits and to include those options in
our system modelling.

•

Energy storage (annex 3c). Battery prices are falling dramatically across the world, and these cost
reductions will help India lower costs. Batteries and other storage options like pumped storage
hydro can provide all of the flexibility service, but the cost of doing so is highly dependent on the
capital cost of the batteries, the full cycle efficiency and the life of the batteries. We used
estimates of each of these variables, and the investment return required, to calculate the cost of
providing flexibility services through storage options at today’s costs, and at costs and operating
characteristics we forecast for 2030.

3. Modelling and evaluation of integrated flexibility option portfolios (annex 4). As outlined above, for
each of the flexibility options we have modeled potential supply and its cost for each of the flexibility
needs. By ranking these flexibility resources, we can create supply curves to show which flexibility
resources would be dispatched at what cost to serve each flexibility need. Then, using these supply
curves and forecasts for annual hourly load shapes for India, we evaluate the “dispatch” of different sets
of flexibility options to meet the various flexibility needs of the system. The aim is to both assess the cost
of integrating various levels of renewable energy into the system, as well as to evaluate how the
availability of different supply side options affects cost and overall dispatch. Thus, we have used our
model to understand the costs and dispatch of the Indian system for each of the three energy mix
scenarios outlined above, with the following mixes of flexibility resources:
•
•

•
•
•

A base case – where only the existing sources of flexibility are used.
Powerplant driven portfolios - where the flexibility required by the system is provided entirely
by thermal and hydroelectric powerplants. Where it is economic, these plants are upgraded to
increase their flexibility and new plant are added to the system if it is economic to do so.
Demand side driven portfolios – the third portfolio uses existing sources of flexibility combined
with only demand side options at the scale and cost from the demand side flexibility analysis.
Storage driven portfolios – similar to the demand driven option, but using storage instead of
demand with existing options.
Combined portfolio of all options – our final portfolio combines all flexibility options to
determine which options would be used and at what scale, and to assess what the lowest cost
would be if all flexibility programmes were successful.

4. Case studies of regional differences (annex 5). Much of our analysis takes India as a single unit. The
underlying assumption would be that there are no transmission constraints or costs and that flexibility
resources can be used to supply flexibility across India. While this is a first approximation, it is far from
the reality we have now or could expect by 2030. Transmission constraints between states and regions
create differences in pricing and dispatch, which are exacerbated by differences between states in
weather, economies and, as a result demand patterns, energy supply and resources, including both
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renewable energy and conventional energy. To understand how these constraints and regional
differences could affect flexibility costs and resource requirements, we have studied four different
states, with distinct energy needs and resources. We evaluate these regions on their own, and then in
the context of how each state/region could benefit from or be affected by the trading of flexibility
resources. The state differences provide initial indications of the needs for interregional/ multi-regional
trading and national level policy. The regions we studied in detail are:
•

•

•

•

Karnataka – Karnataka combines a strong, growing, and reasonably wealthy economy with high
renewable energy ambitions and ample solar resources. This combination could lead Karnataka
to experience some of the strongest ramping needs in the country, as well as potential excess
generation during the day.
Tamil Nadu – Another strong economy, Tamil Nadu’s strong renewable energy ambitions have
focused more strongly on its wind resources. The strong seasonal variation of wind production,
combined with seasonal patterns in neighbouring states and limited national transmission
options, could lead Tamil Nadu to experience a seasonal flexibility problem, including excess
production during the monsoon season.
Bihar – Bihar is one of the less developed states, with many areas in need of greater
electrification and power supply. Bihar enables us to study the impact of energy access and
initial electricity system growth on flexibility needs.
Uttar Pradesh – Uttar Pradesh is also a developing economy, but one that is characterized by a
large share of industrial consumption and a good supply of conventional thermal powerplants to
meet demand. Uttar Pradesh is an example of a state that has more flexibility resources than it
will need, and therefore could have an opportunity to export its flexibility.

5. Assessment of finance, technology, strategy, planning and market design needs . Finally, based on
the portfolio analysis and the regional analyses, we identify the key factors and policy areas that will be
needed to drive a more flexible, lower cost, and potentially lower carbon system for India’s future.
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Annex 2. India’s growing flexibility needs
Electricity systems need to balance electricity supply with demand at each moment at each point of the
network. Failure to do so results in poor power quality that damages equipment – such as voltage drops or
frequency fluctuations – and can cause outages and system failure. The cost of outages or poor power quality
drives consumers and producers to install expensive backup generation and power conditioning equipment,
or to bear the costs and consequences of unreliable supply.
Changing patterns of consumer demand make this matching process more complex and difficult. Demand is
shifting in India, as it has elsewhere, from a larger share of industrial consumers who tend to have more
continuous and stable demand to an increasing share of households and commercial consumers, whose
heating and air conditioning demand tends to vary with the weather, and whose lifestyle can often include an
evening demand peak when lights and appliances are turned on in the evening. Adding wind and solar, whose
output depends on weather, rather than being controllable by system operators, adds to the difficulty of
continuously matching supply and demand.
The key to making this match is to increase the flexibility of both energy supply and demand, so that each can
be adjusted to meet the other at the lowest cost. This annex outlines how we have defined and measured the
needs for flexibility in India and how they will change under different scenarios. This measurement serves as a
critical input in determining how much and what combination of of flexibility resources (annexes 3a, b, c) will
be required by the optimum, lowest cost, portfolio of flexibility resources (annex 4) to meet India’s future
needs under different scenarios.

Defining different types of flexibility
While electricity system operators need to match supply and demand at each instant, to do so they need to
make decisions across many time frames. Thermal powerplants take time to start up, so decisions about
which plant will be running at various times need to be made hours or a day in advance. Demand varies across
the year, so decisions about scheduled plant maintenance and fuel procurement to match these variations
need to take place months in advance. New plant or storage systems can take years to build, so some
decisions must be made years in advance. At the same time, a large transmission line or powerplant can
suddenly go down, or a commercial break in a popular television programme can prompt a sudden surge of
demand, so system operators need to make decisions instantaneously, and over the course of a few minutes,
to restore the balance.
Different types of flexibility, that is different responses from the system operator, and electricity suppliers and
consumers, are needed across these time frames shown in number one of the slides that follow For our
analysis we have modelled four main types of flexibility needs:
•

•

•

Operating reserve is the capacity to replace energy if a powerplant or transmission line suddenly
fails, or to meet a surge in demand. We have grouped the short-term flexibility needs, including
spinning reserve, load following, frequency response, short term reserve, into a single category, as
these are the areas that are most well equipped to meet the growing flexibility needs (see slide 1).
Ramping addresses the need to increase (or decrease) output (or demand) fast enough to maintain a
balance of supply and demand when demand is expected to increase at its fastest rate. For example,
when the sun sets and consumers turn their lights on at once – particularly if solar generation falls off
at the same time – the limiting constraint to an electricity system may not be the capacity to meet the
daily peak, but rather having enough capacity that can ramp up (increase capacity) fast enough to
maintain a continuous match of supply and demand. It is not uncommon for a system to require extra
powerplants to be dispatched beyond what is needed to meet peak demand, just to have enough
ramping capacity to meet the day’s maximum ramp rate. Finding demand or storage solutions to
meet ramping can decrease the amount of powerplants that need to be online, and increase the
overall efficiency of the powerplants that are dispatched.
Daily (intraday) balancing matches demand and supply across the entire day. For example, adjusting
for lower demand in the middle of the night when using baseload generation, or shifting higher solar
energy production in the middle of a sunny day to meet lighting needs in the evening or night time.
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Seasonal (interday) balancing matches supply and demand to meet annual cycles, for instance, when
cold winters or hot summers drive up electricity demand, or rainy, sunny or windy days drive up
energy supply.

Assessing flexibility needs
To assess these needs under each scenario we need to assess supply and demand on an hourly basis (and
sometimes less) over the course of this and future years. To address the twin effects of changing demand
profiles and higher renewable energy production, we use a net load, or net demand, approach (see slide 2). In
this analysis, we forecast future hourly load profiles based upon the TERI/ETC India demand models, and then
net off the must run, or undispatchable generation from all sources, including wind, solar, nuclear, must run
hydro. The resulting net demand is the load that must be met by dispatchable generation or altered through
demand flexibility. In our analysis we treat demand flexibility as an energy supply option akin to flexible
generation.
At the broadest level, our analysis indicates that the demand for flexible resources will intensify in the push to
meet the government’s target of 160GW installed capacity for wind and solar by 2022 and the years after that
target date. But even as demand doubles over the timeframe of our analysis (2017-2030) flexibility needs such
as daily balancing will increase by 6.3 times under a high renewable scenario, and even 4.5 times under a
conservative scenario (current trajectory).

While this analysis shows the challenge of increasing flexibility needs, for our portfolio and option modelling
we require more detailed analysis, as below.
Net Peak demand
Peak demand will grow with growing energy demand and changing demand profile. More generation will be
built to meet this peak demand, but depending on the scenario, more of that energy may be from renewable
energy, which has relatively less available and reliable production at peak. As a consequence, net peak
demand will increase almost 75% faster than peak demand (slide 3). Meanwhile, net peak will shift to low
wind, low run of river hydro days, most likely in October (slide 4).
Short term reserves
Indian system operators manage several different levels of reserves across different time frames (slide 5), yet
these are the least affected by changing demand and growing renewable energy mainly because the largest
instantaneous risks are often the largest single failure, such as a large powerplant or transmission line. Since
renewable energy and consumer demand are a series of smaller items, simultaneous failure is unlikely to grow
as fast. Exceptions are either transmission line failure when delivering significant renewable energy, or sudden
output variations due to weather (eg, wind gusts or lulls, or cloud cover). Nevertheless, the scale of these
events is likely to be small compared to major powerplant outages. Furthermore, system operators have
invested significantly into resolving the short-term reserve problem (slide 6). Our estimates of reserve
requirements are based on national standards and include the larger of a single plant or transmission failure,
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or 3% of peak demand (to address simultaneous unexpected demand shocks and forecast errors) plus 5% of
peak renewable energy production (to address weather and forecast errors).
Ramping
Ramping requirements increase as demand becomes peakier and as solar energy reduces output in the
evening. In fact, growth in solar energy is expected to shift (and in some case has shifted) maximum ramping
requirements from the morning to the evening. Our analysis, which is based on the evaluation of net load
profiles to identify the highest likely ramp rates within a year shows that even under current renewable
energy targets (current policy scenario), maximum ramp rates will not only increase by more than 3x between
2017 and 2030, but that there will be a much wider spread of maximum ramp rates across the year (slide 7).
Daily Balancing
Quantifying daily balancing needs is less straightforward. In extreme cases, there is the need to shift excess
energy generated in one hour to hours where more energy is needed. Most of the time, daily balancing can be
shifting energy across the day to smooth the residual load that must be met by thermal powerplant to
improve the efficiency of these plants and reduce the costs of starting up powerplants for a few hours. There
are also important differences between, say, 1000MWh of excess that needs to be shifted occurring all in one
hour to 100MWh per hour over 10 hours, to 1MWh per hour over 10 hours over 100 days. Although each of
those shift the same amount of energy, each has very different consequences on generation costs and the
cost of flexibility options. The 1000MWh in one hour, for example, benefits from a lower capital cost solution,
while for the 1MWh over 1000 hours, it would be more cost effective to invest in capital to shift the
10MWh/day 100 times.
As such, our analysis is based on net load profiles, rather than daily balancing metrics, to incorporate the mix
of high capital costs/low variable cost and high variable cost/low capital cost options that would optimize the
portfolio for a lowest cost.
Despite the intricacies, slides 8 and 9 show clearly how daily balancing needs will increase over the next 13
years as the variability over the day, and the eventual excess energy production in the middle of the day,
increase over time.
Seasonal Flexibility
Indian daily electricity demand is higher in September than it is in April or November (slide 10) and this
difference will increase by 2030 as demand grows (bottom chart slide 10). However, the largest impact on the
variation of net daily load across seasons is growth in renewable energy. In India, where solar resource is more
constant across the year, the increase in wind and must run generation from hydro is the major contributor to
seasonal variation in net load. The load factor of net load relative to net peak demand for the lowest month
will fall from 65% to close to 30% (slide 11), or lower, depending on the scenario.
Like daily balancing, the intricacies of meeting seasonal balancing depend upon the specific shape of seasonal
needs, rather than a single metric, and therefore must be assessed through the broader model. Additionally,
variations in how daily balancing is met will reduce seasonal balancing needs. For example, during months
with a supply deficit, a greater share of daily balancing needs will be met by peak generation, where added
generation will fill both daily and seasonal balancing needs. Conversely, daily balancing need during the
months of surplus supply will be met by demand flexibility and storage.
Our models indicate that with a moderate amount of daily balancing, seasonal variation alone will not lead to
excess energy production until well after 2030. Wind generation is more likely to be limited by seasonal
factors while solar would be more limited by daily balancing capacity.
For each of the flexibility needs we have evaluated scenarios with different mixes and quantities of
renewables. In each scenario, we have used the model in the portfolio analysis described in annex 4, but the
simple metrics laid out above provide a good perspective on how needs could evolve.
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Geographical differences
In a country as geographically vast and diverse as India, there are some extreme variations in the need for
flexible capacity, and flexibility needs may intensify sooner than in some other regions. These differences are
particularly profound in those states that have the highest shares of renewable energy generation. Solar
mainly affects ramping and daily balancing, so we can see that by 2030 Karnataka will have ramping needs
that are double that of India on average (slide 13). Either transmission will need to import flexibility to
Karnataka, or energy will be spilled on some days. Wind mainly affects seasonal balancing. Tamil Nadu, which
has a large share of wind generation in its mix, already sees load factors of 17% for net load during the highest
RE generation month, compared to 59% for India as a whole. This figure will fall to 1% by 2026.
Initial comparison to available flexibility
An initial comparison of flexibility needs under the TERI High Renewable Energy Scenario with the flexibility
currently available in India suggests that by 2025 India will need additional sources of flexibility across all all
four categories, with daily balancing becoming critical. By 2030, all flexibility needs will become critical
without additional sources (below and slide 14).

Flexibility needs: Implications for policy and investment
Analysis of flexibility needs generates initial conclusions, including policy and investment implications, that
feed into the wider study:
1.

Growth in reserves needs may be modest, but implementation is incomplete
• Operational incentives that ensure availability of reserve capacity (not just pay for dispatch costs)
• Expansion of reserve mechanisms to allow reserves provision from demand-side and storage
resources
2. Ramping needs will grow significantly, driven by high shares of solar
• Mechanisms to ensure ramping resources are online when needed
• Incentives for development of new resources that reflect future need for fast-ramping resources
3. Daily balancing needs will grow substantially by 2030, and will require new resources and approaches
• Contracts and markets to provide meaningful signals as to value of energy at different times of day
• Incentives for development of new resources that reflect future need for low utilization peaking
resources and energy shifting
4. Seasonal flexibility needs will be apparent first in specific regions, but eventually will impact Indiawide utilization patterns
• Contracts and markets to incentivize seasonal availability and utilization
• Enhanced interregional exchange to mitigate more severe regional challenges
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Annex 3a. Meeting flexibility needs with demand side options
As our analysis shows, demand flexibility could provide some of the lowest cost options to meet India’s growing
electricity system flexibility needs. However, compared to using powerplant flexibility or energy storage, demand
flexibility is both less developed, and conceptually less well understood. As a result, building a useful share of lowcost demand flexibility will take time, and the potential scale of demand flexibility is significantly more uncertain
than powerplants or storage. Nevertheless, achieving large scale demand flexibility could be transformational for
India in terms of reducing electricity costs, improving electricity supply quality, and enabling the integration of
even higher levels of variable renewable energy. Planning for incorporating demand flexibility into the future
system requires an understanding of how demand can meet the system needs, the experience that India has had
so far with demand flexibility, the sources of flexibility and their costs, and how these sources fit within the
overall portfolio of electricity flexibility.

Harnessing demand flexibility in India
The concept that electricity supply should adapt to consumer demand – rather than consumers using electricity
when supply is available – is one of the most widespread and enduring notions of the electricity industry in India,
as it is in most places. This view holds despite advances in information technology and electricity market design
that could enable demand management at low cost, with very little noticeable impact on the services provided to
the consumer.
The systems required, the impact on consumers and the cost depend on the type of flexibility offered (see slide
1). In general, there are many ways to encourage flexibility, starting with time of day pricing, or real time pricing
where consumers respond to price signals and extending to agreements for voluntary demand reduction or
curtailment, peak demand limiters or automated control systems. The costs involved include incentives to
consumers, communications equipment, relevant information technology and customer management. The
consumer may wish to invest in equipment such as insulation to enable shifting of air-conditioning timing, water
storage to shift pumping timing, or warehousing to store product.

Experience in India with demand response
While demand response programmes and real-time pricing have been tried and tested in many countries since
the 1980s, India’s efforts are more recent and preliminary (see slide 2). While these efforts show that demand
flexibility has potential, they also point to how long it will be before demand response can be a staple of the India
power system, unless there is a concerted effort in the area. Indian forays into real time pricing and time of day
pricing have also been limited. There are wholesale trading markets, but these prices affect very little of the
overall energy supply, and the price signals almost never reach consumers. Time of day pricing exists
predominantly for industrial consumers in most Indian states with plans for introduction of ToD pricing for
commercial consumers being considered.
Load shedding has been one costly, but effective, exception. Historically, India has managed flexibility, peak
demand, ramping and energy shortage issues by cutting off customers when supplies, capacity, or flexibility ran
short (slide 3). Consumers, not knowing when the shedding might occur, often had to invest in expensive back-up
systems and operate in ways that would reduce the impact of load shedding (slide 4). More recently, India has
moved to a system where the timing of shedding is usually planned and advised in advance. With advance
warning, consumers can manage their usage in ways that reduces the cost of disruption. As a result, power quality
has improved and consumer costs have fallen. The next step is voluntary shedding, where consumers could opt to
shed load at certain times for an incentive. In theory, those consumers that would be least affected by the
shedding would volunteer, lowering overall system costs. This first step into active demand management will
require some IT systems but leads to a much lower overall cost.

Demand flexibility by sector
The potential for demand flexibility depends on who the consumer is and what they are using the energy for. In
general, the net economic benefit to the consumer of providing flexibility must be material and the inconvenience
of delivering the service low. Thus, consumers must see the cost of a particular energy use as being significant
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enough to bother with and must see easy and convenient ways to provide the flexibility. The key to demand
flexibility is identifying the significant energy costs while providing convenient systems to develop the flexibility.
For agriculture (pumping), commercial and residential (air-conditioning), and transport (future EV charging), we
have identified the electricity service that will provide the best combination of these two and analyzed the size of
the market they comprise (slide 5). Experience shows that opening a first avenue of demand response reduces
the cost and inconvenience of subsequent end-uses. However, within our 2030 timeframe, to be conservative we
have chosen to focus on these first end-uses. Industrial demand response is more complex, with a broad array of
unique, plant-level response opportunities that depend on the production process, market, and other factors.
Thus, we have chosen to estimate industrial demand response at a sectoral level.
Within these end-use/sector combinations there are clear opportunities to provide most of the flexibility services
(slide 7), with the path to many options being reasonably well defined (slide 8). Altogether, these end-use/sector
combinations represent a peak load of 600GW, with between 40GW and 180GW capable of being operated
flexibly. The mid case represents 84% of the potential flexible capacity offered by coal fired powerplants in the
High RE scenario, with additional end uses yet to be included. These end uses contribute to each of the flexibility
needs, representing 30% of total operating reserve, 42% of ramping, 18% of daily shifting. Industrial demand
flexibility is a key potential contributor to seasonal flexibility, but this capacity will require more detailed study,
and is unlikely to be needed until well after 2030.

For each of the sector/end-use combinations we have estimated the cost per unit of flexibility offered as
well as the potential scale discussed above (below and slide 8).

More details on the calculations and assumptions will be included in the final CPI report on India flexibility to
be published in April 2019. A summary of some key data points and issues around flexibility for each of these
end uses is included in slides 10-13.
Comparing demand flexibility to powerplant flexibility and storage
Although demand flexibility will require time, effort and patience to develop, by 2030 demand flexibility could be
a significant contributor to lowering electricity system costs and improving service quality. We have developed
supply curves for each flexibility type, ranking options from lowest cost to highest cost, showing how different
levels of flexibility needs could be met at different costs. While demand flexibility is likely to have only a small
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impact on short term reserves – which are already reasonably well covered -- demand could significantly reduce
the costs of daily balancing and ramping (below and slides 13 and 14).

There is significant potential for demand response to surpass these estimates as they focus on only a subset of
demand response opportunities. Specifically, they do not include spill over opportunities in residential,
commercial or agriculture, once the systems and culture of demand response enter these sectors. Further, lacking
specific detail about individual industrial demand response opportunities, that sector has not been included in
this analysis, despite ample opportunity.

Developing systems and overcoming barriers to access demand flexibility
The electricity system has been built around assumptions of supply flexibility for many decades. Adding demand
flexibility will require developing new systems, measurement and monitoring, and relationships that will take
time to develop. Demand flexibility will also require overcoming barriers, many of which have developed as
consumers adapted to the way electricity has traditionally been supplied. Some of these barriers are physical.
Inadequate building stock insulation makes it difficult to shift the timing of cooling, for instance. Measurement
provides more barriers. To provide effective demand response, we need to understand the energy consumption
pattern for a particular end use and observe how that patter changes with incentives. In cases like agricultural
pumping, efficient demand response will require separate metering along with the completion of the supply
feeder separation. There are tested business models and incentives that can help overcome these barriers (slide
15). However, development will take time and move in stages as technology, incentives and business models
improve and develop in response to the demand flexibility levels delivered.
Annex 3a will show that India can meet its flexibility needs to 2030 using just powerplants and storage, but it will
also show how much money can be saved by employing demand flexibility and how much more clean energy
India will be able to use in 2030 and after. Demand flexibility will take time and effort to develop, but the reward
will be high.
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Annex 3b. Meeting flexibility needs with thermal and hydro powerplants
Thermal and hydroelectric powerplants, along with load shedding, provide most of the flexibility needed by
India’s electricity system today. Existing powerplants could provide more flexibility across all types of
flexibility needs than they do today. However, there are limits to how much flexibility they can provide and
there are costs to provide it. Optimizing India’s electricity system will need this flexibility and to achieve the
lowest cost and most robust system, it will need to optimize the integration of powerplant flexibility options
with the demand and storage options. To assess integration opportunities, we need to start with how
powerplants provide flexibility and the limitations and costs.
Limits to flexibility from thermal powerplants
Within limits, powerplants are dispatchable. That is, system operators can turn plants on or off, up or down.
The limits are significant.
•

Minimum generation – Powerplants cannot operate stably below a certain level of peak capacity.
Below that level output will become unsteady and the equipment cannot handle the operating
parameters. The level of minimum generation is a function of the plant itself, as well as the control
equipment and system or plant owner operating policy (designed to maintain a stable electricity
system). The range for offering flexibility services such as ramping or daily balancing, is limited to
the “flexible range” between maximum and minimum load. For example, a 200MW plant with a 55%
minimum operating level could offer 90MW of ramping or, in many cases, daily balancing.

•

Ramp speed – Just as an automobile requires time to accelerate from 0-100km/h, powerplants
require time to raise temperatures to provide steam and increase output. To meet increasing, or
ramping, demand as factories start up or lights are turned on (or solar PV output decreases) a
system will bring on as many powerplants needed to address two constraints: how much total ramp
will be needed and how fast that ramp will be needed. A single powerplant can contribute the
difference between its minimum and maximum as its total ramping, and contribute its rate of
acceleration (MW/min) to the peak ramp. Often the number of powerplants dispatched in a system
will depend upon the maximum acceleration required (adding up all of the maximum ramp rates of
the plants available to ramp), rather than the number of plants required to meet peak load.

•

Start-up time – Depending on how long a plant has been idle, it will require time to get the plant up
and operating, even to minimum output. Startup times generally last for several hours, requiring
notification to the plant operator of when the plant will be needed well in advance. More often,
plants need to be left at minimum generation so that they are available later in the day for peak
times or peak ramping needs.

•

Minimum down time – Likewise, most plants cannot be shut down for a few minutes or an hour and
then re-started. Minimum down times also lead to plants running at minimum or less than maximum
output for parts of days.

•

Load following/frequency response/other – Finally, powerplants can be asked to make smaller
adjustments on a real time basis to help manage supply and demand balance. Providing these
services requires more sophisticated control systems and sometimes plant modification.

Slide 1, provided by ETC India member Siemens, shows how a typical powerplant could offer various flexibility
services to the system. The black line represents the potential flexibility offered from a typical powerplant
before it is made more flexible through investment, changes to operating practices, renegotiation of
contracts that limit flexible operation or provide disincentives to do so, and enhanced control systems.
Costs of providing flexibility from thermal powerplants
Although the powerplants that provide flexibility are already running, there are at least five ways that offering
flexibility could increase the costs to the powerplant and to the system:
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Efficiency penalty. Thermal powerplants are less efficient when they operate below their maximum
rated capacity. Slide 2, also provide by Siemens, shows how the heat rate1 of a 500MW coal fired
powerplant would decline at lower load factors. This plant could operate at a minimum load of 50% or
250MW. We factor in 10% efficiency loss at part load.
Operating costs. Operating plants more flexibly requires changes in temperature and starting and
stopping equipment, all of which puts strain on the equipment, requires increased maintenance, and
requires additional monitoring. Additionally, plant failures and repairs may be more likely. How much
costs, maintenance and failures increase is controversial, as is how much investment and changed
operating procedures can reduce these costs. Nevertheless, there is certainly some additional costs.
We have not factored in any increase in operating costs, separate to the penalty already factored in
through efficiency losses above.
Capacity. Providing some flexibility services, such as short-term reserve, requires powerplants to
operate at less than maximum capacity so that they can increase output quickly in response to sudden
surges in net demand. Not only does operating below maximum increase fuels costs as above,
system-wide additional plants may be needed.
Start-up costs. While fuel is saved by shutting a plant down, restarting a plant and bringing it back
online incurs extra costs including fuel, operating costs, etc.
Upgrade costs. Many plants are not operating as flexibly as they could. Increasing flexibility for these
plants requires changes in operating practices, guidelines and incentives. Additional flexibility can be
added to the system through investment. Slide 2 shows one example of how a plant upgrade, adding
200MW of capacity to a 500MW plant, could increase flexibility by 50% from 240MW (490-250) to
360MW, and decrease the fuel cost penalty from close to 2.5%, to around 1.5%.

Estimating available thermal powerplant flexibility
We estimate how much flexibility is available by identifying which plants could provide flexibility,
adjusting these numbers over time for additions and retirements, then adjusting for availability (that is,
maintenance and repair down time), and then adjusting for minimum generation, as in the figure below.
Figure 3b-1 Potential flexible capacity from existing thermal power plants

1

The heat rate of a powerplant is a measure of efficiency expressed as units of fuel divided per unit of electricity output. In India, a
typical plant will have a heat rate in the region of 10,000. Thus, a decline in heat rate of 100, represents about a 1% increase in fuel
costs per kWh produced.
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After these adjustments, powerplants can provide 107GW of flexibility to the system, of which about 20GW
would require significant plant upgrades and investment.

Hydroelectric powerplant flexibility
Hydroelectric powerplants with large reservoirs are often much more flexible than thermal powerplants. They
can start up almost instantaneously, with little startup costs; they have almost no minimum generation limits
and can operate at almost any level of output with little efficiency loss. Running below maximum output saves
energy for later use, and these plants can easily follow load. For these reasons, hydro powerplants are often
the first source of flexibility.
However, there are certain complications. Rainfall drives potential output, so output and flexibility provision
are seasonal. At times, plants must operate at high output to avoid water spillage, at others they must
operate at least enough to ensure that rivers flow to supply irrigation and keep wildlife alive. Seasonal
flexibility is limited by the size of the reservoirs and the rainfall patterns. At the same time, there are many
hydroelectric generators that have limited or no reservoirs and therefore offer only limited levels of flexibility.
Figure 3b2 shows how hydro flexibility varied in 2014 for India.
Figure 3b2 India-wide minimum and maximum daily hydro production, 2014 (CEA)

Meeting specific flexibility needs
Each of the flexibility needs incurs different costs for the powerplants and different capacity availabilities.
Slides 3-6 show where thermal and hydro powerplant fit within the flexibility supply options. Hydro is among
the lowest cost options for all flexibility needs, but only for reserves is there usually enough existing hydro
capacity to come close to fulfilling India’s needs. Thermal powerplant will play an increasing role in daily
balancing, ramping and seasonal balancing, providing almost all of the latter at a reasonable cost. Captive
diesel (slide 5) gensets, owned by consumers, will also be able to contribute to meeting the peak daily
balancing needs, if adequate controls and incentives can be built to harness their capacity at the right time.
To meet these requirements, thermal powerplant will need to operate more flexibly, with lower minimum
generation and more frequent start-ups, variations in generation across the day, and seasonal shutdowns
when less thermal capacity is needed. However, given the availability of many lower cost demand and storage
flexibility options, the operation of thermal powerplants will depend upon how much of these sources
develop. The chart below, which foreshadows the analysis of the portfolio section, shows how thermal
powerplant of different types will operate differently in a system with fully developed demand flexibility and
storage, compared to a system where powerplants are the only source of flexibility.
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Figure 3b Thermal power plant contribution to flexibility depends on interactions with other system
resources3
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Annex 3c. Meeting India’s flexibility needs with energy storage and batteries
The difficulty and cost of storing AC electricity is the reason there is a flexibility issue for electricity systems.
Inexpensive, instantaneously accessible storage could be the system reserve capacity, it could smooth out
demand ramps, follow load variations, balance demand over the course of the day and, if the capital cost of
the storage were nearly free, it could store energy from one season to use in the next.
Until recently, storing energy in the form of water behind dams in hydro powerplants, and pumped storage
hydro powerplants, was the only widespread, cost-effective method of storing AC electricity. Even hydro
storage is usually expensive when capital costs are included, and its potential is limited by geography and
water availability. India has good existing reserves of hydro capacity, but increasing that capacity is
challenging to grow significantly from its current level of 41GW in spite of potential, due to complexity of
approvals, social and development factors and construction timelines.
Recently, however, lithium ion batteries and inverters have been developing in capability and falling in cost to
the point where they may soon contribute substantially to AC power system flexibility. Low-cost batteries
could provide benefits beyond even those provided by pumped storage hydro, as batteries are scalable at
almost any level, they could be located where needed to reduce transmission and distribution costs and
constraints, they could be integrated into equipment, and they could be used for multiple purposes, such as
balancing and transport.
Whether pumped storage, li-ion batteries, or other technologies are used for storage, they will need different
cost and operating characteristics that depend on the flexibility need.
Figure 3c-1 Storage requirements by flexibility need

As we have seen, powerplants and demand flexibility can also provide these services at a cost. Today, those
costs are much lower than the cost of batteries for many of the flexibility needs as demonstrated by the
example in figure 3c-2.
Figure 3c-2 The position of li-ion batteries in the 2017 Daily Balancing supply curve at 2017 costs

Daily Balancing
Need:160GWh/day

Battery
Technologies

The key, then, to the storage revolution for India is to develop a package of lower costs, efficiency, life and
operating characteristics, and business models with incentives, that delivers these services more cost
effectively than powerplants of demand management. The evidence that this can be done for at least some of
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the flexibility needs is positive, but work on developing the manufacturing, technology, business models and
incentives needs to start now to deliver the capacity when it will be needed.
Declining costs of energy storage
By 2030, the cost of stationary energy storage systems using lithium-ion batteries in India may decline by as
much as 75%. Lithium ion batteries are quite versatile in the flexibility services they provide – they are most
cost effective for short-term, fast-response and daily flexibility needs. There are other battery storage
technologies, but flow batteries and sodium sulphur are less mature while lead acid batteries are more limited
in capability(slide 3)
The cost of the batteries themselves continue to decline dramatically, driven by global development focused
on electric vehicles. By 2030 forecasted global EV sales of over 20 million cars per year implies annual battery
need of at least 1,000 GWh per year. Indian EV demand is highly uncertain, but may be a contributor to falling
battery costs in India and driver of how India’s energy storage industry develops. (slide 1)
Simultaneously, the cost of the balance of system (BOS), including foundations, installation, connections and
soft costs like financing and project development, are also falling. Taken together, we forecast a global
decline in total costs for stationary storage systems to fall from $587/kWh in 2017 to $142kWh in 2030. (Slide 2)
Unlike the battery packs, where much of the cost trajectory is determined by global factors, BOS and soft
costs depend more strongly on the local market. In general, BOS costs typically fall as local developers and
installers learn how to optimize these costs as the local industry develops. In India, the BOS and soft costs are
typically lower, but will only stay lower if India begins a substantial program of developing and installing
stationary battery systems.

The role of lithium ion batteries in the power system
Even with those levels of cost reductions, batteries will remain uncompetitive with powerplants and demand
flexibility for many flexibility requirements, if the batteries are built exclusively to address that one flexibility
need alone. However, the costs are much closer, see for example, Figure 3c-3.
Figure 3c-3The position of batteries in the daily balancing supply curve at 2030 costs

Daily Balancing
Need:870 GWh/day

Daily Balancing Need
without Demand
Flexibility

In this scenario, daily balancing needs are easily covered by powerplant and demand side options without
batteries. Even if no demand flexibility enters the picture (the shift of the balancing need line) there are still
less expensive options to deliver flexibility.
This picture underestimates the potential for batteries in three very important ways:
1.

Battery storage, using li-ion or other technologies, is expected to continue to decline in relative costs
well beyond 2030, and there is room to expect that 2030 prices may be lower than those assumed
here.
2. As thermal powerplants retire, their ability to offer more flexibility will decline, while batteries provide
a scalable source of flexibility that can increase with needs.
3. Most significantly, battery storage is much better equipped to provide multiple sources of flexibility.
For instance, locating batteries behind transmission constraints can eliminate that constraint,
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batteries can be used to develop new electricity and service delivery models, and batteries are
controllable to the extent that it is easier to mix reserves, ramping and daily balancing in one asset.
The last of these three will make batteries competitive much sooner. The cost curve in figure 3c-3 assumes
that the entire capital cost of the battery is allocated to the daily balancing. However, if the battery is already
needed, say to provide local system security or to reduce distribution system costs, then the capital cost will
not need to be covered by daily balancing, as the battery has already been built and paid for (just as existing
powerplants have been paid for and new powerplants would cost more to deliver flexibility if they are built
solely for that purpose). The impact is to improve the competitiveness of batteries dramatically, as in figure
3c-4, where batteries provide a significant share of daily balancing needs.
Figure 3c-4 The impact of multiple services on battery flexibility costs (2030 costs)
Daily Flexibility Only

Need

W/o Demand
Flexibility

Battery Capex Paid for by Other Services

Need

W/o Demand
Flexibility

A similar picture plays out in all the flexibility needs except seasonal storage, where batteries become more
cost-effective as multiple uses are considered. Providing seasonal storage can be expensive as a battery might
be used only one or two cycles a year. However, even here we see a role for batteries, as we expect that
batteries would provide more flexibility services such as ramping and daily balancing when renewable energy
and demand are more closely in balance, while powerplants will provide more flexibility during those seasons
where additional energy is needed.
Understanding and modelling all the potential interplays between the different uses of batteries requires
analysis of transmission, distribution, and consumer needs beyond the capability of our model. Furthermore,
much of the potential will depend on market design, incentive programmes, and technology and control
system development. Thus, our modelling is likely to significantly underestimate the potential of battery
storage and over estimate the cost. To access these future benefits, India will need to develop the battery
market and the market incentives that will enable the technology to flourish and provide the value it can to
the system.
Globally, grid applications are expected to reach 300+GWh of cumulative deployment by 2030 globally, of
which around 25 GWh is expected in India (BNEF). Our expectation is that if India can solve the incentive,
market, and flexibility service integration issues, storage can provide even greater levels of cost savings well
into the 30s and 40s.
New pumped hydro
Batteries are not the only energy storage option. There is significant potential for pumped hydro in India – the
Central Electricity Authority estimates 63 sites with over 96 GW of potential capacity, of which only around 5
GW has been developed to date. (Slide 4) But pumped hydro can be challenging and costly to develop, due to
complexity of project approvals, development and construction, and the pipeline of projects that could be
delivered by 2030 (given long development and construction timelines) is relatively modest. For our analysis,
we based our models on a forecast of 10GW additional pumped hydro by 2030.
New markets require new incentives
Energy storage for the grid will not develop on its own. There are a number of market and policy barriers that
need to be overcome to unlock flexibility from storage:
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Value discovery: the value of energy storage can be very location-specific and time-dependent, but
electricity pricing is not nearly granular enough to reveal the value of storage at different points on
the grid at defined time intervals. The characterization and cost of distribution grid constraints are
also very opaque, making it difficult to show where energy storage may have value in avoiding
distribution grid upgrades, and stacking this value with energy shifting and grid services values.
Immature value chain: The grid energy storage industry in India is nascent and underdeveloped.
Project developers and system integrators are undercapitalized, and standards / expectations for
project quality have yet to emerge. The industry will need to mature significantly to be capable of
deploying energy storage at scale and attract sufficient financing.

The main areas that India’s policymakers could address to overcome these barriers are:
•
•
•
•
•

Markets to allow electricity price arbitrage
Market products or contracts for fast frequency response
Locationally granular markets to reveal the value of local grid constraints
Tariff constructs for stand-alone storage
Tariff constructs for solar + storage that would incentivize flexibility and reflect locational value

More details of the calculations and assumptions will be included in the final CPI report on India flexibility to
be published in April 2019.
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Annex 4. Integrated flexibility portfolios
Annexes 3a-c set out supply curves that indicated how cost competitive each flexibility option was in
providing each flexibility need. Putting all of these components together, as in figure 4-1 demonstrates that
the lowest cost mix of options is likely to include demand, powerplant and storage options. In this example,
existing hydro, new hydro, existing powerplants and demand measures would all constitute low costs options
to meet the average daily 6-hour balancing need of 870 GWh, If the capital costs of battery storage are
amortized for another need, storage too would be among the low-cost options.

Figure 4-1. 2030 Demand for daily balancing (on an average day for 6 hours of demand shift)

Daily Balancing
Need: 870 GWh

But an electricity system’s flexibility needs are not a series of independent markets, rather they are linked
together to meet the overall system requirements. Thus, to understand which options will be used, and how
procuring these options will impact total systems cost, we have built different portfolios of flexibility options,
using the supply curves as a guide, and used these options to calculate total system cost over the course of a
full year’s hourly demand profile. While these are not complete system optimization models, which would
require an India wide transmission and dispatch models, these models should provide results that are accurate
within the constraints of the assumptions around load, costs, interest rates, resource potential, renewable
energy supply, weather conditions, and so forth for 2030. Our model fits the various assumptions from the
flexibility supply curves, resources potential, and load shapes for demand and renewable energy supply
together in one model as depicted in the figure below.

Figure 4-2. Integrating assumptions into a flexibility portfolio model

Flexibility Portfolios
This flexibility analysis should provide answers to three questions that policy makers should be asking in an
India transition to a cleaner India electricity system with higher levels of variable renewable energy:
• How much variable renewable energy can India integrate into its electricity system?
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How much should consumer driven demand flexibility contribute to meeting flexibility needs?
How much will flexibility add to the system costs under high renewable energy scenarios?

To some degree, both the amount of renewable energy and the amount of demand flexibility are variables
that policymakers can influence. Since these two variables are also key determinants of system costs and the
cost and source of flexibility, our portfolios have been designed to test how each of these two variables will
affect flexibility options and cost.
Figure 4-3 Portfolios built to assess the impact of demand flexibility and RE ambition

Our portfolios fall into 4 different sets, dependent upon RE ambition and demand flexibility achievements.

P. Powerplant driven portfolios – System flexibility is provided entirely by thermal and hydro electric
powerplants. Plants are upgraded and new plants added to the system if needed and economic to
do so
D. Demand side driven portfolios – System flexibility provided by existing sources of flexibility and
combined with demand side options. Limited new thermal capacity may be added if needed and
economic to meet any balance demand
S. Storage driven portfolios – System flexibility provided by exiting resources of flexibility combined
with storage options. Limited new thermal capacity may be added if needed and economic to meet
any balance demand
C. Balanced portfolios of all options – System flexibility met with a combination of all flexibility options,
to determine which options would be used and at what scale to meet the needs at the lowest cost if
all flexibility programmes were successful
In figure 4-3, the scenarios highlighted (D1, P1, P2, C2, C3, S3, and P3) each offer valuable insight into one of
the key questions outline above, as described in the figure.
In our summary report, figure ES-4 shows the impact of the flexibility portfolio composition on the generation
profile of thermal plants and curtailment of renewable energy. In the table below, we have compared the
different flexibility portfolios above for both the Current Trajectory and High RE scenario.
Below is another set of outputs from our model, which looks at the dispatch profile for each of the portfolios
side-by-side. The dark line on the top of the graph is the demand across the week.
For the week in January, only the powerplant driven portfolio on the left sees, the thermal plants strained and
maximum curtailment of both solar and wind energy, while the rightmost balanced portfolio has the least
constrained power plant generation profile and almost no curtailment of renewable energy.
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Figure 4-4 Dispatch profile for High RE scenario – Late January

When we move on to a week in July, we see the same comparative impact, exaggerated by increased
renewable generation. Power plants are constrained across all portfolios during this week but more variable
in the leftmost power plant flexibility scenario and renewable curtailment is minimum for the Balanced
portfolio.
Figure 4-5 Dispatch profile for High RE scenario – July

The impact of these different portfolios can be seen clearly in figure 4-5, which compares current trajectory
and High RE scenarios for each of the flexibility portfolios. The balanced portfolio shows an overall lower
curtailment in both the High RE (97%) and Current trajectory (82%) scenarios. It also delivers 6 to 9 % lower
system cost and 8 to 12% lower carbon intensity than the base case.
Figure 4-5 Balanced portfolio of demand, storage and powerplant flexibility perform best on most metrics
and are least risky
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As in the summary report, figure ES-5, the average total system cost (in today’s money) is lowest for the
balanced portfolios for both the Current Trajectory and the High RE scenarios, with the High RE portfolio
system cost (Rs 4.6/ kWh) lower than the system cost for base case (Rs. 4.7/ kWh) or thermal flexibility
portfolio (Rs 4.8/ kWh) in the Current Trajectory cases.
The chart below shows the system cost for different portfolios under the High RE scenario, and also the
savings and cost advantage the demand side portfolio and balanced portfolio provide over the powerplant
driven option.

As outline in the summary, several important insights emerge:
•

•

•

Demand side is important in High RE scenarios - Portfolios that include more demand flexibility in
combination with powerplant and storage (D3 and C3), are significantly less expensive than those that
rely on powerplants only (P3).
Balanced and demand flexibility portfolios significantly reduce costs even at low RE ambitions – As
portfolios D1 and C1 have lower costs than the baseline P1, even with no increase in RE from the current
trajectory. This result implies that demand side flexibility should be pursued whatever the RE policy is
pursued.
A flexible high RE system is less expensive than an inflexible low RE system -With all of the flexibility
options in place, total costs of the high RE system are below what we could expect from the baseline
scenario. That is, adding flexibility to the system lowers costs of a high RE ambition to below the costs
that would be expected if neither RE nor flexibility is pursued with greater urgency.

The following pages present inputs to and outputs from our model, providing a detailed overview of how
each of the portfolios perform on different metrics under different scenarios and the portfolio composition
across generation and flexibility resources.
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Annex 5: Flexibility needs and challenges will be different in different regions across India
Much of the analysis in this report and previous annexes has treated India as a single, fully integrated
electricity system. This level of analysis yields numerous insights as to the potential and cost of pursuing Indiawide renewable energy targets and flexibility initiatives. Within the uncertainty of demand forecasts, policy
and technology development, we believe that the conclusions are relatively robust. However, as India moves
down the path of greater flexibility and renewable energy, there are at least four reasons why we should go
beyond the India level analysis to look at regional constraints and differences.
1.

Transmission constraints and costs restrict the exchange of energy, and therefore flexibility and
excess renewable energy, between regions. The effect is that many states and regions are, at times,
effectively separate systems for the purposes of balancing energy and meeting system reliability
needs. For flexibility, the implication is that flexibility resources in one part of the country might not
be useful to meet the flexibility needs in another. In the longer term, the decision is one of
transmission costs versus providing flexibility locally or nationally. However, in the shorter-term
transmission might not be available, while even in the long term, there are likely to be many cases
where it is cheaper to provide flexibility locally rather than investing in more transmission.
2. The local economy, energy consumption practices and equipment will lead to significant differences
in the availability of local demand side and supply side flexibility resources. Once transmission
constraints take their effect, the value and need of flexibility resources in one area may be higher than
in another, but also the ability to deliver them might require different incentives.
3. Weather has a profound impact on flexibility needs as weather drives both the variability of demand –
given temperature driving heating and air conditioning demand – as well as renewable energy output
that can be driven by monsoons or sunshine. As long as there are transmission constraints, local
climate and weather will have significant impacts on local and state level flexibility needs.
4. Renewable energy output and ambitions – While weather affects the output profile from RE, the
ambitions are a function of local policy. Nevertheless, with transmission constraints the result of
changing local flexibility needs is similar. Further, understanding how regions or states cope that have
high renewable energy today, can help us understand how India might cope when higher levels of RE
are reached nationally. Of course, states with higher RE penetration tend to have better RE resources,
so we could expect that they will continue to have a higher share of the total as India’s RE increases.
To start evaluating the potential impact of transmission constraints and regional differences, we have
evaluated the needs and potential in four geographically disperse states with different weather patterns,
wind and solar capacity levels, susceptibility to powercuts (representing current power shortages), and
agricultural and industrial capacity, which represent different types of demand, and demand flexibility
potential.
Figure 5-1. States with maximum need and impact were selected for the analysis
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For our four case studies we have chosen states with largest wind based installed capacity (Tamil Nadu 9,792
MW) and solar installed capacity (Karnataka 5,198 MW). Additionally, in Uttar Pradesh, we have chosen a
state with lower RE, but with the highest level of irrigated land and large industrial base. Finally, Bihar has the
largest population affected by power cuts and thus represents states that are faced with inadequate supply,
transmission and distribution shortages, or large number of power cuts affecting a substantial chunk of
population. For the purpose of this study, the states were considered in isolation and not as a part of a larger
system to identify the flexibility challenge faced by each state.
The challenges are, indeed, very different. The two RE heavy states will face significant excess of energy
supply, almost triple that of the India average by 2030 (see figure 5-2), if these states have no access to
interstate transmission and if flexibility resources are not increased in the coming decade.
Figure 5-2. Flexibility needs would evolve sooner and be more significant in certain states

The chart on the right is even more telling, residual demand, that is the demand that must be met by flexible
powerplants, falls to near 30% in the RE heavy states, while staying near current levels in Uttar Pradesh and
Bihar. Without transmission constraints, the average load factor would stay somewhere in between across
India.
Additional findings at the state level provide further national insight:
•

•

•

Tamil Nadu - the need for seasonal flexibility is expected to rise sharply by 2030 due to the highly
seasonal nature of wind-based generation that peaks in monsoon period and slumps during the
months of spring. By 2030, the residual PLFs are expected to drop to zero for a period of 3-4 months
(see slide 1) which, without interstate trading and/or additional seasonal flexibility, could put the
financial viability of the generating assets under pressure. We note that the neighbouring states to
Tamil Nadu often face similar issues and timing, so the issue is a regional and national one, rather than
just a Tamil Nadu state level issue.
Karnataka - daily ramping requirements are expected to rise significantly as solar energy increases
within the state’s energy mix (see slide 1). By 2030, the ramping need is expected to rise to 30% of
peak demand from its current levels of 14%. Again, interstate exchange and additional flexibility
resources are required.
Uttar Pradesh faces a 10% peak power deficit and the electricity demand is expected to surge with the
implementation of 24x7 power for all program. The state electricity board is under financial stress and
depends heavily on import of power from generators outside the state to meet the rising power
needs. Potential transmission bottlenecks may restrict the states capacity to import increasing
quantum of power which is currently used to meet the flexibility needs and the electricity board may
not be able to afford installation of fresh peaking power capacity within the state aggravating the
peak shortage. Despite these near term issues, UP’s large industrial base, agricultural energy use, and
reliance on flexible thermal generation implies that if regulation , pricing, markets and incentives were
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fixed, UP will have significant levels of excess flexibility to cover all of its needs and those in other
states. Appropriate markets supported by transmission infrastructure and trading mechanisms could
enable a significant source of value for UP in selling its flexibility to other states and regions.
•

Bihar - The demand for power in Bihar has surged more than 150% in the past decade and is expected
to rise further with the electrification program. But the supply of power faces repeated disruptions
due to poor infrastructure which is unable to cope with peak demands and high level of AT&C losses
in the system leading to involuntary flexibility through load shedding which would need to be reduced
to meet the 24x7 power for all program targets. Bihar faces near and medium term challenges
stabilizing an adequate supply for its own needs. Improving flexibility will help, but is unlikely to lead
to significant revenues from selling flexibility until internal supply is secured.

Figure 5-3 Coal dependent states have an opportunity to reduce costs by harnessing demand flexibility

Taken together, the transmission position, RE ambitions, load shedding issues, as well as the availability of
flexibility options should make Tamil Nadu and Karnataka importers of flexibility, with UP as an exporter,
while Bihar develops more resources for its own use.
Figure 5-4. States may emerge as net importer or exporter of flexibility
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Regional insights for India flexibility
The regional analysis highlights at least five areas where flexibility needs and analysis will need to be
incorporated in electricity industry reform and modernization in India.
1.

Incorporating all flexibility needs into transmission planning and development
The large differences between states and regions in India highlight the value of transmission. A robust
transmission system reduces the needs for flexibility in the first place, by averaging the impacts of
diverse weather and consumption effects across the country. At the same time, transmission can
increase the amount of flexibility available at lower costs.
India has an ambitious transmission expansion and development programme underway already. The
flexibility benefits achieved from this expansion support this programme. Additionally, while the
programme’s focus is reducing energy costs by enabling access of low-cost supplies from across India,
the programme also aims to improve the quality and security of electricity supplies across India, an
important flexibility need.
Beyond these two objectives, the flexibility work indicates that flexibility more generally represents a
third important value stream for transmission. In planning and further development of the
transmission system, the growing importance of flexibility, including seasonal and daily balancing and
ramping, suggest that transmission planners and developers need to incorporate flexibility benefits in
decision making.
For generators, demand and supply aggregators, energy consumers, or flexibility service providers, an
important question will be whether to build or buy flexibility services locally or import them from
other states. Clear transmission planning, pricing, and consideration of flexibility requirements is an
important part of making this decision.

2. Building and reforming interstate electricity markets and trading
Improving transmission systems will help reduce flexibility needs, but the access to interstate
flexibility resources is only possible if there are adequate price signals, incentives, and trading
arrangements. Operators in UP, for example, will only develop significant industrial flexibility
resources if they see, and can rely on, markets for their flexibility that they can access at a reasonable
cost.
Building this capability suggests not only more comprehensive markets with higher participation, and
guaranteed third party access, but also better data provision, and the possibility of long term markets
and longer term contracts to justify the investment in flexibility development.
3. State level planning and regulation
As long as transmission has a cost or there are transmission losses, there will be differentiated needs
between states and the need for developing local flexibility. Each state thus needs to include
flexibility needs, development and procurement into planning and development of intrastate
transmission and distribution, generation, storage, and demand side flexibility development. In an
ideal world, where there are reliable interstate markets, this planning should include buying and
selling flexibility and generation into the markets.
Even before developing local capabilities, there are actions that states can take to unlock flexibility
that is currently inaccessible due to regulatory and commercial barriers. For example, must run levels
for thermal power plants are higher than what is technically possible even without modification;
contracts often give some thermal plants must run status, or higher priority, which prevents them
from offering valuable flexibility to the system. Contracts and business practices prevent powerplants
from even considering seasonal mothballing or two shift operation, which could help with local and
national seasonal and daily balancing/ramping, respectively. Of course, without interstate trading and
markets, there is currently little incentive to make these changes, unless the issues are in state.
4. State level energy and flexibility markets
Efficient access to intrastate flexibility options also requires tradeoffs between differing resources
and transmission or distribution. As at the national level, state level markets, that allow consumers,
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distributed generators, storage owners, and powerplants to each offer services to the market, is
essential in accessing and integrating the widest range – and therefore lowest cost and most diverse –
of flexibility options.
5. State level flexibility programmes and beta testing
Finally, we have noted that costs, resources, and local practices will vary enough between states such
that programmes from one state or region might not be applicable in another. The differences will be
particularly acute in the demand side area, but storage and generation will also see marked
differences. In order to develop programmes that address these difference, each state should begin
developing and testing flexibility resources programmes that are tailored to each states needs and
resources.
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